[Cytological and molecular changes in the atypical case of accelerated human aging].
A complex research of cells of a patient with unusual form of premature ageing was made. The clinical picture is not typical for any of known forms of hereditary premature aging--progerias. Skin fibroblasts of the patient AG has limited proliferation capacity in vitro. It was shown by fluorescent-immunochemical hybridization (FISH-method), that the level of stable chromosome aberrations in AG blood lymphocytes was characteristic of aged 55-65 years, though as he was only 26 years old. Some characteristic peculiarities, typical for progerias, were found in the reaction of skin fibroblasts of AG to growth factors addition. Some clinical and biochemical peculiarities are results rather, than reasons of the disease. The conclusion is that the premature ageing in this case is a manifestation of Werner's syndrome--one of hereditary forms of accelerated senescence.